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Ground Breaking Ceremony
School of Law Building Addition

Monday, November 22, 1982
2:00 p.m.

Design Architect: The Eggers Group, New York, New York
Project Architect: Odle/Burke, Bloomington, Indiana

Indiana University
Bloomington Campus
The Indiana University School of Law in Bloomington has been located in its present facility since 1956. In the years since that time, the Law School has experienced significant growth in student body, faculty and library collection as well as a change in program emphasis in legal education.

The law library addition will double the size of the present library by providing capacity for a collection of nearly a half million volumes. It will increase study and staff space, utilize the technological advances in the fields of both law and library science and keep the school in compliance with accreditation standards. The present building will be remodeled to accommodate innovations in legal education by utilizing individualized and smaller group instruction through traditional courses as well as skills training.

The Gothic limestone exterior will complement the existing building and its surrounding environment. The main reading room of the new library addition will face Dunn Woods, where the two-story glass windows will capture this unique and beautiful setting.

The completion of the Law School addition and remodeling will substantially contribute to the educational resources of the University and enable the Law School to continue its tradition of offering quality legal education for many years to come.

Ground Breaking Ceremony
School of Law Building Addition

November 22, 1982
2:00 p.m.

Indiana University
Bloomington Campus

Welcome and Remarks ................ John W. Ryan, President
Indiana University

Remarks ............................. Kenneth R.R. Gros Louis
Vice President
Indiana University
Bloomington Campus

Remarks ............................. Sheldon J. Plager, Dean
School of Law
Indiana University
Bloomington Campus

(Reception follows in the Faculty Lounge, Room 206, School of Law)
The Indiana University School of Law in Bloomington has been located in its present facility since 1956. In the years since that time, the Law School has experienced significant growth in student body, faculty and library as well as a change in program emphasis in legal education.

The law library addition will double the size of the present library by adding capacity for a collection of nearly a half million volumes. It will ease study and staff space, utilize the technological advances in the field of both law and library science and keep the school in compliance with accreditation standards. The present building will be remodeled to accommodate innovations in legal education by utilizing individualized and small group instruction through traditional courses as well as skills training.

The Gothic limestone exterior will complement the existing building and its surrounding environment. The main reading room of the new library addition will face Dunn Woods, where the two-story glass windows willture this unique and beautiful setting.

The completion of the Law School addition and remodeling will substantially contribute to the educational resources of the University and enable the Law School to continue its tradition of offering quality legal education for many years to come.
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(Reception follows in the Faculty Lounge, Room 206, School of Law)
The Institute University of Pennsylvania Law School, has been housed in its present facility since 1968. In the years since that time, the Law School has experienced an unprecedented growth in student, faculty, and library collection as well as a change in program emphasis in legal education.

The law library addition, to replace the site of the present library, will provide capacity for a collection of nearly a half million volumes. It will increase study and staff space. Within the technological advances in the field of learning and library services, the school's requirements have accelerated correspondingly. The present building will be reserved for teaching and academic purposes. The new building, at 3835 Chestnut Street, will house intellectual and social group instruction. Instructional support services as well as study spaces will be located within it.

The addition of the new library will be an essential factor in the preservation and development of the library's collections. In addition, the new library will be an essential factor in the preservation and development of the library's collections.